Risk

Injury or death during response to an event

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage

Impacts on or loss of Aboriginal cultural values or assets due to management activities, or failures or emergency response operations.

Environmental Assets

- New Crown Station
- Central Lands Council (Finnk Land Claim)
- Spinifex Country
- Coastal Springs
- Coastal Seas
- Coastal Channels
- Central Lands Council (Finnk Land Claim)

Impacts on or loss of vegetation.

Environmental Assets

- Connected spring system

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage

- Injury or death
- Loss of: Aboriginal cultural values, and cultural assets, including cultural values in landscape, and cultural integrity.
- Impact on or loss of ecological integrity.

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage

- Injury or death to campground

Environmental Assets

- Neighbours:
  - Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
  - Finke Floodout
  - Homelands Country

Injury or death to campground and associated infrastructure.
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